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2020 was a unique year – while many things changed in large part due to the 

COVID-19 global pandemic, some things stayed the same. However, call centers 

and customer service representatives were under more pressure than ever 

before, with increasing customer demands for fast, reliable service. 

With businesses needing to quickly close and have their employees shelter-

in-place and work from home, organizations needed to pivot and the contact 

center literally became the front door of the business.

To help organizations better understand the current state of customer 

service, Five9 partnered with Zogby Analytics to survey consumers about the 

State of Customer Service and Support. Now in its fourth year, the Customer 

Service Index provides data and insights to help businesses better meet their 

customers’ changing needs and expectations. For the 2020 study, over 1,000 

survey respondents were prompted to base their responses on how their 

attitudes changed and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. The filed work 

was conducted in October 2020 and respondents were asked to think about  

the past 10 months to 12 months when considering their responses.

Introduction
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These respondents were adults across North America and ranged in age from 

late teens to those in their 70s. Where applicable, this report highlights survey 

result variations based on age or gender, or where there are interesting trends 

from the 2019 survey. With more buying power than ever, Millennials and Gen 

Xers have strong opinions on their customer service expectation.

This report analyzes the survey data with a view of the customer experience, 

focusing on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and its effect on consumers. 

As the front line to customers, contact centers played an extremely important 

role, especially as consumers increasingly relied on customer service 

representatives to replace in-person interactions. 

Survey respondents were prompted to base their responses on how their 

attitudes changed and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The first part of this study looks at customer service issues and topics in 

general, followed by the impact of the COVID-19 crisis on customer service. 

The survey also looked 
at results by age group 
and generation. For the 
purposes of this survey, 
the following categories 
were used:

 Gen Z  
 1997–2010

 Millennials  
 1981–1996

 Gen X  
 1965–1980

 Baby Boomers  
 1946–1964

 Silent Generation   
 Pre 1946

3Five9 Customer Service Index 2020: Defining and Tracking Today’s Consumer Expectations and Behaviors with Customer Service
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Customer Service Experiences Only Slightly Impacted by Pandemic 

The good news is that customer service experiences have essentially stayed the same over the past 

year – even with the challenges that the pandemic presented to contact centers and businesses. While 

transitioning to Work From Home (WFH) from the physical contact center caused disruptions in some cases, 

most organizations were able to continue servicing customers with little impact on the customer experience.

Channel Choices

Options abound for today’s digital consumers, and businesses must provide the consumers’ preferred 

channels for reaching out for customer service. The phone continues to be the leading channel of choice 

across all age groups, followed by email and online chat. 

Phone interactions are especially preferred among older respondents, but over half of Gen X respondents, 

as well as 40 percent of both Gen Z and Millennials also prefer the phone. 

Find the Right Answer

Surprisingly, while consumers don’t want to have to wait a long time to reach a representative, they don’t 

mind spending more time interacting with an agent if it results in getting the information or answer they’re 

looking for. When it comes to great customer service, the most important factor is the ability to provide 

customers with the right answer, even if it takes more time.

Businesses Making it Hard for Consumers

Rather than make it easy for customers to reach out to the contact center, too many companies don’t 

provide easy access to customer support. Less than one-third of respondents can easily find the information 

they need to reach out to a contact center, while the rest acknowledge that it’s more difficult or time 

consuming than it should be. Customer service and support phone numbers should be readily available on 

company websites, providing options for ways to reach an agent or get the information needed. 

Executive Summary
When it comes to great 
customer service, the 
most important factor 
is the ability to provide 
customers with the right 
answer, even if it takes 
more time.
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Changing Expectations

Engaging with businesses today is vastly different from the way in which consumers engaged with 

businesses just a few years ago. New demands, expectations, and interaction are causing organizations 

across all industries to re-evaluate their customer service practices. This is even more true in the 

COVID-19 era. In many cases, the contact center representative was the only company representative 

with who consumers interacted during the COVID-19 pandemic, making the role of the contact center 

even more important than ever. 

Today’s consumers generally have one or more mobile devices and various ways to connect online. 

The new “digital consumers” have more choices than ever when it comes to who they do business with 

and how they prefer to interact with these businesses. With an array of mobile devices at the ready, 

consumers can easily connect and communicate with each other and with businesses. Thanks to the 

Internet, it’s fast and easy to research and purchase goods and services, and when something goes 

wrong, to complain and get problems resolved. 

The contact center remains the front door for businesses, and organizations need to provide contact 

centers and representatives with the right tools and technologies to provide fast and efficient service  

to customers.
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What Makes for a Good or Bad Customer Experience?

Many factors come in to play that can make or break the customer experience. With new tools and 

technologies continually being introduced, businesses have the opportunity to enhance the customer 

experience and improve customer loyalty.

The key to a good customer experience is actually pretty simple – provide customers with the information 

they need and answer their questions. When asked about which factors have the most impact on 

creating a good or positive customer service experience, the number one response was “getting the 

right answer from a representative, even if it takes more time” (36%). While respondents don’t like having 

to wait a long time to reach a customer service representative, they are more than willing to have the 

actual interaction take a longer time if it results in getting the right answer or information. Customers 

want to interact with a representative who can answer their question quickly (28%). Providing customer 

service representatives with the tools they need to provide the right information and answer customers’ 

questions correctly is the most important thing businesses can do to provide a positive customer 

experience. (see Chart 1). 

With the exception of Gen Z, all age groups agree that the most important factor is that the 

representative gets the right answer, even it if takes more time. However, respondents representing  

Gen Z feel that speed is more important, as having a representative that can answer a question quickly  

is the top factor. Baby Boomers were split, as they rated both of these factors equally important.

With the right tools and technologies, organizations can meet consumers’ needs and provide the 

capabilities that make for a great customer service experience. For example, by providing customer 

service agents with information to solve consumers’ questions and issues, such as FAQs, suggested 

responses and agent assistance using artificial intelligence, the ability to reach subject matter experts 

within the organization, and so on, organizations can provide first contact resolution (FCR) and increase 

customer satisfaction. (see Chart 1).

Customer Service Index 2020
Key Findings

The key to a good 
customer experience is 
actually pretty simple – 
provide customers with 
the information they 
need and answer their 
questions. 
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Alternatively, there are several factors that help to create a bad customer experience. The biggest factor 

is when a consumer is passed from one representative to another (37%), followed by having to wait too 

long to reach a representative (30%). By empowering agents with the right information and the ability 

to solve customers’ issues without passing them to other agents and departments, organizations can 

reduce customer frustration. 

  

Chart 1: Good Customer Service Experience
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Chart 2: Bad Customer Service Experience
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Resolution Time

As noted above, 11 percent of respondents feel that the primary factor when it comes to poor customer 

service is when a representative can’t answer a question quickly. A large majority of respondents expect 

their customer service issues to be resolved fast: 73 percent believe that should happen in 15 minutes or 

less and 83 percent expect resolution to take no more than half an hour. (See Chart 3). 

1 hour45 minutes30 minutes15 minutes Not sure> 1 day1 day2 hours5 minutes1 minute

Chart 05b-slide only

4%

36%

2%
1%

33%

10%

6%

3%

5%5%

1%

  

Chart 3: Time Consumers Expect It Should Take to Resolve a Support Question
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Poor Customer Service Impacts Future Business

A poor customer service experience can have a very negative impact on a consumer’s relationship with 

a business. Only 18 percent of respondents are very likely to continue doing business with a firm based 

on poor customer service, while 14 are somewhat likely to continue doing so. Conversely, 61 percent say 

they are somewhat or very unlikely to continue to do business with a company where they had a negative 

customer service experience (See Chart 4). Men are more likely to do business with a company despite 

negative customer service experience than women (43 percent of men are at least somewhat likely to 

still do business with a company compared to 22 percent of women. 

Customer Service Channel Preferences

Thanks to modern technologies, consumers have a variety of options when it comes to interacting with 

businesses for customer service issues. With digital channels such as email, online chat, and social 

media, consumers can reach and interact with businesses using their channel of choice. Social media 

sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and others have become places to vent and complain if and when there 

are issues. 

 

Chart 4: How likely are consumers willing to 

continue doing business with a firm based on 

poor customer service?
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With all of these options in today’s “omnichannel” world, the phone is still the number one preferred 

channel of choice across all age groups. While many have predicted the demise of the phone or 

voice channel for customer service, the survey results show that regardless of age, almost half of the 

respondents prefer to interact with a company over the phone when they need customer service.  

(See Chart 5). Email is the second preferred channel, followed by online chat. 

Surprisingly, the preference for the phone as a customer service channel stayed the same in the past 

year, as email, chat, and social media slightly decreased. Texting is a relatively new channel, preferred  

by only 3 percent of respondents.

While many have 
predicted the demise 
of the phone or voice 
channel for customer 
service, the survey results 
show that regardless of 
age, almost half of the 
respondents prefer to 
interact with a company 
over the phone when they 
need customer service. 

  

Chart 5: Consumer Communication Preferences for Customer Service
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Preferences by Age

Millennials, Gen Xers, and Baby Boomers have different preferences when it comes to customer service. 

Despite predictions warning of the demise of the use of the phone to access customer, the phone still 

remains the number one preferred channel of choice – even with millennials. (see Chart 6).

While pundits have proclaimed that younger generations generally are averse to making phone calls, 

preferring text, email, and chat, the phone is still the preferred way of interacting with a company for 

customer service, with 40 percent of Gen Z, 41 percent of Millennials, and 51 percent of Gen X opting 

for the phone. The preference for the phone increases with age groups, as 84 percent of the Silent 

Generation prefer the phone, and 77 percent of Baby Boomer. 

Surprisingly, younger generations chose email over chat as their second choice when asked about their 

preferred channel. With the exception of Gen Z, which likes to figure it out themselves, the second choice 

for all age groups is email, followed by chat. 

Social media is still an untapped channel, with only 5.3 percent of respondents preferring this option, 

with 10 percent of Gen Xers, and 7 percent of both Gen Z and Millennials preferring this channel. While 

we expected texting to be the channel of choice for younger generations, only 2 percent of both Gen Z 

and Millennials, and 3 percent of Gen X respondents prefer using text. We expect this number to greatly 

increase in the next few years.

The youngest generation in this survey – Gen Z – are most likely to try to figure out a solution on their own 

rather than reach out to a contact center agent (18), but the number of respondents drops down steeply 

in other age groups.

Businesses are well advised to support multiple interaction channels, providing customers with choices 

and options. As noted, email may be appropriate in some situations, while chat or the phone are 

appropriate in others.

Finding Information

An unfortunate reality when it comes to customer service is that some companies make it difficult for 

customers to reach the contact center and agents. Pointing customers to FAQs, online communities, 

and other online resources, many companies don’t provide easy access to customer support. In fact, a 

company called Get Human was created to help consumers find the phone numbers to reach customer 

service for many phone companies, banks, cable companies, and others. It’s an unfortunate reality that 

this type of service is needed. 

Businesses are well 
advised to support 
multiple interaction 
channels, providing 
customers with choices 
and options. As noted, 
email may be appropriate 
in some situations, while 
chat or the phone are 
appropriate in others.

https://gethuman.com/
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Survey respondents were asked how challenging it is to find the necessary information they need  

to reach out to a contact center when trying to find the information they need, and the results  

were disappointing.

Less than one-third of respondents can find the information they need easily, while the rest either 

struggle with finding with the information, don’t always find it, or find it but it takes time. There are slight 

differences across age groups. Gen X respondents seem to have the easiest time finding the information 

(44 percent) compared with 31 percent of Millennials, 23 percent of Baby Boomers, 19 percent of Gen Z, 

and 10 percent of the Silent Generation. Organizations need to do a better job of making the information 

more easily accessible to customers so they can reach out to contact centers when they need to without 

having to spend time and energy on this task. 

 

Chart 6: Consumer Communication Preferences for Customer Service By Age
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Technology Adoption

New technologies can help improve the customer experience, providing better ways of accessing 

information, bypassing the need to talk to agents, and improving the quality of results. Companies have 

been investing millions of dollars in technologies such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural 

language processing, and more to assist agents and customers, expedite call handling times, and more. 

The survey found 71 percent of respondents agreeing that technology adoption is important and only 

21 disagreeing. This is relatively consistent across generations, with 83 percent of Gen X agreeing that 

technology adoption is very or somewhat important, compared with 55 percent of Silent Generation 

respondents. Businesses and organizations are wise to continue investing technologies that will improve 

the customer experience, while ultimately improving customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Video Calling and Virtual Agents

New interaction channels are emerging, including video and virtual agents. Video interactions allow 

either one-way or two-way video, enabling agents and customers to see each other, and in some cases, 

to share photos, videos, and documents. This can be extremely helpful in a variety of situations, such as 

when a customer needs to show an insurance claims agent the damage to a car after an accident, or 

needs help assembling a product. While most consumers don’t want to see or be seen by the agent on 

video, the ability to share visuals can be extremely useful in some situations.

Virtual agents, enabled by artificial intelligence technology, machine learning, and advanced speech 

technologies enable customers to get answers and information quickly and easily without having to 

speak with a live agent. Ideal for basic inquiries and transactions, virtual agents are still new and not 

widely deployed, but are increasing in popularity.

When asked about their interest in using video calls/virtual agents/chats when interacting with a contact 

center agent, responses were mixed.

While over one-third of Gen X respondents use video and virtual agents, only 17 percent of Gen Z 

respondents do so, although a good portion are open to using these technologies. Surprisingly, a large 

portion of Gen Z, Millennials, and Gen X respondents are not interested in using video or virtual agents 

(37, 34, 28 percent, respectively). 

Chart 8: Importance of Technology Adoption
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We expect that as video interactions and virtual agents/chats become more common and used by more 

organizations, consumers will become more open to using these options. However, organizations need 

to carefully identify the best ways in which to use these technologies. For example, most consumers do 

not want to interact on live video with agents for personal and security reasons. However, if they could 

access instructional videos or share videos of damaged packages received, for example, this could help 

expedite resolving their issues. Organizations need to carefully identify the best use cases for using video 

for customer care. 

Similarly, many consumers are reluctant to use virtual agents as they can often be frustrating to use  

and do not provide the necessary information due to limitations in what they are capable of doing. As  

the technology improves, and as organizations better understand best practices in how to use virtual 

agents, consumers will likely turn to virtual agents for 24/7 information access and for basic inquiries  

and transactions.

  

Chart 10: Use of Video Calls/Virtual Agents/Chats by Age

  

Chart 9: Use of Video Calls/Virtual Agents/Chats
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Impact of COVID-19 Crisis

The survey asked a series of questions related to the COVID-19 pandemic and its impact on customer 

service issues. Unable to interact with companies and brands in person, customers increasingly relied on 

contact centers for customer service issues. For example, rather than shopping and returning an item in 

a store, online shopping – and returns – became the norm. When there were problems with the delivery 

or the item itself, customers reached out to customer service representatives. From rescheduling flights 

and vacations to needing assistance for filing unemployment claims, contact centers were the primary 

source for providing customer care.

Customer Experience – Rising to the Challenges

2020 was a challenging year for all types of businesses and organizations, as well as for consumers. 

Customer service was greatly impacted due to the COVID-19 crisis, as it was often more difficult and  

time consuming for consumers to get the information and responses needed in a timely manner. 

Call volumes were at an all-time high for many industries, especially during the first few months of 

the pandemic. Verticals such as hospitality and travel, financial services, health care, education, and 

government were hit especially hard, as frightened and stressed consumers reached out to cancel 

business trips and vacations, figure out how to manage their decreasing financial balances, and 

of course, identify places to get tested for the Corona virus and what to do if they tested positive. 

Online shopping – and online returns – replaced the in-person experience, leading to more contact 

center inquiries regarding damaged or delayed packages. Increased volume led to longer hold times. 

Simultaneously, most organizations had to quickly transition to a Work from Home (WFH) environment, 

which also impacted service quality in some situations. Despite the challenges, only a quarter of 

respondents felt that their experiences were worse than the previous year, which is quite impressive. 

Surprisingly, 28 percent of survey respondents feel that their contact center experiences since the start 

of the pandemic have improved, while 38 percent found no change. Unfortunately, 26 percent responded 

that their experiences have gotten worse. Considering the difficulties of the past few months – higher 

call volumes for many industries and the need to pivot to WFH, the impact on the customer service 

experience wasn’t as bad as expected. (See chart 11).

16Five9 Customer Service Index 2020: Defining and Tracking Today’s Consumer Expectations and Behaviors with Customer Service
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Chart 11: Improvement in Contact Center Experience Over the Past 10 Months

Surprisingly, 28% of  
survey respondents  
feel that their contact 
center experiences since 
the start of the pandemic 
have improved, while  
38% found no change.
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Contacting Businesses During COVID-19

Survey respondents were asked if they have been contacting businesses more often during COVID-19 to 

get updates on different aspects of things, such as delivery status, troubleshooting, stocking issues, etc.

While almost a third (32 percent) did increase their contacts with businesses to get updates, surprisingly, 

38 percent said that their contacts stayed the same, while 28 percent said that it decreased. Men  

were more likely to contact businesses more often during COVID-19 (41 percent) compared with only  

23 percent of women. 

Millennials and Gen X respondents were also more likely than the other age groups, with 48 and  

37 percent, respectively, contacting businesses more often, compared with only 7 percent of Silent 

Generation, 18 percent of Baby Boomers, and 26 percent of Gen Z. 

Contact Center as Primary Interaction

Thanks to “shelter in place” regulations and the fear of being indoors with crowds of people, many 

consumers have avoided visiting businesses and stores in person. In many cases, the contact center  

is their only contact with an organization.

For the majority of respondents (52 percent), the contact center agent is the only company 

representative they’ve interacted with. This places additional responsibility on the shoulders of the 

representative, as well as the contact center.

Clearly COVID-19 has had a big impact on consumers’ buying habits as well as their needs and 

expectations for customer service as the contact center continues to play an expanding role for 

customer interactions.

Patience Levels Changing

During the pandemic, especially in the first few months, while basic questions and transactions were 

generally handled by self-service options such as IVR and chat bots, agents were dealing with more 

complex issues. These issues take more time for the customer to explain and for the agent to solve.

Initially, many organizations found that their customers were more forgiving of long hold and response 

times. Consumers were somewhat understanding regarding the challenges that many organizations 

faced, recognizing that some hold times and responses would take longer than usual. However, this  

grace period didn’t last long.

  

Chart 12: Contacting Businesses During COVID-19
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Chart 13: Since the pandemic, is the contact center 

agent the only company representative you’ve 

interacted with? 
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Survey respondents were asked how their level of patience changed during the pandemic. Due to 

medical, financial, and other issues, a large portion of consumers were most likely already frustrated, 

scared, and upset before reaching out to the contact center, and were looking for fast and responsive 

service to help them solve their problem. While patience level understandably decreased for some 

respondents, 38 percent recognized that it may take longer for representatives to get the answers 

needed or that they may need to speak with multiple representatives to get the answers needed. For 

most respondents, their patience level remained the same.

Resolution Time

Whether it’s a global pandemic or not, consumers expect fast resolution to their inquiries when they 

reach out to the contact center. 

Survey respondents were asked whether their opinion on how long it should take to resolve a customer 

support question changed during the pandemic. The results showed 33 percent stating that their opinion 

had indeed changed, with 41 percent responding “Not Really,” and 18 percent not changing their opinion.

Respondents who stated that their opinions did indeed change were then asked: “How has your opinion 

on how long it should take to resolve a customer support question has changed during the pandemic?” 

While we expected the majority of respondents to lower their expectations for the time it takes to resolve 

a support issue, this wasn’t the case. In fact, 57 percent expect an even faster resolution time, with only 

41 percent understanding or expecting that it may take longer for a resolution to their issues.

  

Chart 14: How has your level of patience changed 

during the pandemic? 
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Impact on Customer Loyalty

Customer experience has a huge impact on customer loyalty. That loyalty was tested since the 

start of the pandemic, as consumers were no longer able to go to shop at their favorite stores, go 

to their favorite restaurants, or work out at their favorite gyms. The way in which businesses and 

organizations respond to customer issues strongly correlates to customer loyalty. When customers 

don’t get the kind of service they expect, they are unlikely to remain loyal. 

When asked whether they changed or left a brand that they previously loyal to during the past  

10 months, the majority of customers said no (62 percent), although 38 percent did indeed change  

or left a brand. 

  

Chart 16: How has your opinion on how long it 

should take to resolve customer support question 

changed during the pandemic? 

  

Chart 15: Has your opinion on how long it should 
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I now want a resolution as fast as possible
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Chart 17: Since the pandemic have you changed  

or left a brand that you were previously loyal to?  

No

62% 

Yes

38% 
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Baby Boomers and Silent Generation respondents are the most loyal and changed brands the least,  

as 9 percent of the Silent Generation and 20 percent of Baby Boomers changed or left a brand, while  

42–57 percent of the younger generations changed or left a brand. 

The ability or willingness to change brands varies greatly by vertical. For example, it’s more difficult to 

change healthcare providers or financial institutions than a phone company or preferred retailer. While 

some businesses were able to pivot to more “COVID-friendly” business models that provide no-touch 

interactions such as delivery service or curbside pickup, others were unable to make the switch and lost 

customers and revenue.

Customer Experience Opinions

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, customer opinions on what makes for the best customer experience  

have changed for a slight majority of respondents. While 12 percent of respondents have had no change 

in opinion, 51 percent had changed their opinion regarding best customer experiences.

 

Chart 18: Has your opinion on what makes for the 

best customer experience changed over the past 

10 months? 

Chart 03
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Conclusion
Consumers are more demanding than ever, and their expectations for good customer service remain 

high. Providing customers with the answers and information they need should be a priority for all 

organizations. Technology adoption can play an important role, as AI, automation,digital engagement 

channels, and other tools help organizations provide consumers with 24/7 self-service capabilities, while 

reducing the time it takes for agents to help resolve customer issues. 

Customer service is a strategic advantage to business. Organizations can gain loyal customers with 

good customer service and can lose customers with just one bad customer service interaction. 

Businesses need to step up and do what’s right for their customers – or pay the price. By using modern 

tools and technologies to help improve speed of answer, speed of response, first contact resolution, 

and personalized service, organizations can improve the customer experience throughout the customer 

journey, resulting in loyal, satisfied customers.
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Retail Special Report 

Introduction

As part of the Five9 Customer Service Index 2020, we also looked at 

consumer behavior and attitudes to retail spending with a particular focus 

on their online shopping habits during COVID-19. 

We looked at three key areas for this report:

1.  Online shopping habits before and during COVID-19 

2.  New categories people were purchasing online for the first time  

3.  Likelihood to continue purchasing these items online after the pandemic

2020 Overview
Retail Special Report
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Online Purchase Intent Prior to COVID-19 
and During COVID-19

Respondents were asked what percentage of retail 

shopping was spent online prior to COVID-19 and 

during the pandemic.

Prior to COVID-19, only 4 percent of respondents 

stated that 90 percent of their shopping was 

online, compared to 11 percent since COVID-19.

People stating that they shopped online for 

more than 50 percent of their retail purchases 

was 27 percent prior to COVID-19. This increased 

to 45 percent since the start of COVID-19. Not 

surprisingly, these numbers increased after the 

closure of retail outlets and the shelter-in-place 

mandates enforced by many state governments.

  

Chart RR1: Percentage of Retail Shopping Done Online 

Prior to COVID-19 and During COVID-19
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Areas of Purchase Online for the  
First Time Since the Pandemic

If we now look at what the respondents actually 

bought online for the first time due to the 

pandemic, we can get a sense of new online 

shopping habits. In Chart B, we outline what these 

categories were and the percentage of online 

shopping since the start of the pandemic.

The largest category for first-time online 

purchases during COVID-19 was for groceries –

both perishables and general supplies – with  

37 percent and 39 percent, respectively. 

Other areas of interest were clothing at  

27 percent and furniture and household goods 

with 20 percent. Interestingly, we expected 

clothing to be higher due to the closure of retail 

shops. Similarly, due to closures and stay-at- 

home measures, we expected higher purchases  

of recreational items at only 12 percent, and  

toys, hobbies, and books at 19 percent.

  

Chart RR2: Percentage of Online Purchases Made for the First Time During COVID-19

Retail Special Report

Chart 05
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Likelihood to Continue Purchasing  
Online Post-Pandemic

Statistic 1 shows the likelihood of continuing to 

make these purchases online post-pandemic. 

Overwhelmingly, it looks like online shopping will 

continue, with 79 percent of consumers stating 

that they were somewhat likely or extremely likely 

to continue purchasing these items online post-

COVID-19.

Conclusion

Overall, as we would have expected, online 

shopping across all categories has increased and 

some instances significantly increased since the 

pandemic. As we all undertook shelter-in-place 

measures and many businesses were forced 

to close – particularly retail stores, shopping 

malls, and restaurants – it is not surprising that 

purchasing these goods and services online 

increased.

A key factor, however, is that 79 percent of the 

respondents stated that they are somewhat likely 

or extremely likely to continue these purchases 

after the pandemic. 

As we have stated before, the contact center has 

become the front door for many businesses. It will 

be important for contact centers to have the right 

tools in place to support their agents, especially as 

businesses have indicated that they will continue 

with a work-from-home or hybrid model. 

Deploying tools such as automation and AI will also 

be important to ensuring that the customer journey 

is efficient and provides an exceptional customer 

service experience. Workforce optimization will 

continue to be an important quality management 

tool to assist contact center supervisors and 

managers to maintain quality engagement with 

customers as they manage distributed workforces.

  

RR3: Likelihood to Continue Purchasing These Items 

Online Post-Pandemic

Chart RR

79%

Retail Special Report



About Five9

Five9 is an industry-leading provider of cloud contact center solutions, bringing the power of cloud innovation to more than 
2,000 customers worldwide and facilitating more than six billion call minutes annually. The Five9 Intelligent Cloud Contact 
Center provides digital engagement, analytics, workflow automation, workforce optimization, and practical AI to create more 
human customer experiences, to engage and empower agents, and deliver tangible business results. Designed to be reliable, 
secure, compliant, and scalable, the Five9 platform helps contact centers increase productivity, be agile, boost revenue, and 
create customer trust and loyalty.

For more information visit www.five9.com or call 1-800-553-8159.
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For More Information

If you’d like more information about this survey, more information about Five9 or more information 

about our Five9 Customer Service Index 2020: Defining and Tracking Today’s Consumer Expectations 

and Behaviors with Customer Service please contact us at CustomerIndex@Five9.com and follow us 

on Twitter @Five9


